Citations Within the Text of your Paper

In Chicago Author-Date References Style, when information is quoted or referred to in your paper, a citation in parenthesis (including author's last name, date, and the page number if needed) is given to identify the source of the quotation or information.

"The spread of electric lights through rural Newfoundland was destined to be slow and uneven" (O'Flaherty 2005, 218).

No author? Use the title instead. If the title is 5 words or longer, use a short form of the title. Short titles should be 1-4 keywords from the original title, leaving out "A" or "The" at the beginning. Titles should be italicized or enclosed in quotation marks, depending on how they are referenced in your reference list.

(Around the World 1909)
("Aristotle's Protrepticus" 1965, 42)

No date? Use "n.d." to indicate no date.

No page numbers? If there are no page numbers, identify the location of a quotation by adding a description (like a paragraph number, heading, or section description).

Citing Multiple Authors in the Text
2-3 authors:
   (Ward and Burns 2007, 99-100)
   (Heatherton, Fitzgilroy, and Hsu 2008)
4 or more authors:
   (Barnes et al. 2008, 118-19)

At the end of the paper, include all of the works you cited in a reference list arranged alphabetically by authors' last name; the reference list may also include works that you consulted but did not cite.

BOOKS

BOOK, 1 AUTHOR
*If the city of publication might be unfamiliar or easily confused with another city, add the abbreviation for the province/state.*


BOOK, MULTIPLE AUTHORS
*In the reference list include all authors' names, no matter how many. In your in-text citation for more than 3 authors, list the first author followed by "et al."


E-BOOK (DOWNLOADED)
*If you downloaded it to your computer, e-book reader, or other device, indicate the format (Kindle edition, Kobo edition, PDF e-book, EPUB e-book).*

E-BOOK (ONLINE)
Include the DOI number or "digital object identifier." If it is not available, include the URL.


EDITED BOOK (EDITOR INSTEAD OF AN AUTHOR)
Add "ed." (or "eds." for multiple editors) after the name or names.


EDITED BOOK (EDITOR IN ADDITION TO AN AUTHOR)


ARTICLE/CHAPTER IN AN EDITED BOOK


TRANSLATED BOOK


EDITION OF A BOOK (OTHER THAN THE FIRST)
Add the number of the edition after the title, and after the name of any editor(s) or translator(s).


ARTICLES

JOURNAL ARTICLE, 1 AUTHOR (PRINT)
If there is no issue number, the colon will directly follow the volume number.


JOURNAL ARTICLE, MULTIPLE AUTHORS (PRINT)
In the reference list include all authors' names, no matter how many. In your in-text citation for more than 3 authors, list the first author followed by "et al."


JOURNAL ARTICLE (ONLINE)
Include the DOI number or "digital object identifier." If it is not available, include the name of the database.


MAGAZINE ARTICLE (PRINT)

For magazines, you don’t include the page numbers of the article.


MAGAZINE ARTICLE (ONLINE)

For online magazine articles, include the URL (or DOI, if available) at the end of the citation.


NEWSPAPER ARTICLE OR BLOGS

In Chicago Style, newspaper articles are rarely included in your reference list. Refer to them in your in-text citation only. Indicate the author, Newspaper Title, and date. The same standards apply to blogs.

In-text citation:
In Dianne Crocker's article about Corner Brook's mill whistle, she notes, "there's even a nostalgia to the whistle where people equate it with home" (Western Star, March 5, 2012).

WEBSITES

Include as much of the following information as you can:

Author. Year of publication or last revision/modification. “Title or Description of Webpage.” Title of Website or Owner/Sponsor of Website, remainder of date (i.e. month day). URL.


NO AUTHOR?

If there is no person or organization obviously identified as the author, start with the title of the webpage or document instead.


NO DATE?

If there is no date available, use the date that you accessed the webpage.


OTHER

CLASS LECTURE, SPEECH, OR ACADEMIC TALK

Put the lecture title in quotation marks after the speaker’s name. If the lecture is untitled, place the course name in square brackets.

Bodner, John. 2008. [Folklore and Popular Culture]. Lecture, Grenfell Campus, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Corner Brook, NL, February 15.
CLASS NOTES ON COURSE WEBSITE (D2L OR MY GRENFELL)
Include date they were created, posted or last revised; If no such date is available include date of access. Include URL.

Bodner, John. 2008. "Folksong." Course notes for Folklore and Popular Culture, Grenfell Campus, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Corner Brook, NL. http://online.mun.ca/folk1000%20jbodner/Feb%202008.pdf.

COURSE PACK
If you need to cite a source from a custom course package, here are two suggestions from SFU's Chicago Citation Guide. However, it's best to first check with the course instructor.
1. Find the full citation where the article, chapter, etc. was originally published and cite accordingly. The full citations MAY be included in the coursepack. If not, search the library’s catalogue or article indexes, Google Scholar, or ask a librarian. OR
2. Treat the coursepack as an anthology and the course instructor as compiler. If you cite the unpublished coursepack, cite it in-text only; Do not include in your reference list. We recommend using a footnote:


DICTIONARY/ENCYCLOPEDIA (PRINT)
Chicago Style advises not including commonly used or well-known reference books in your bibliography (sec. 14.247) but gives no specific instructions for author-date style. We recommend using a footnote, and omitting from your reference list. Do not give full publication information; only provide edition, if other than first. Cite the title of the entry proceeded by s.v., meaning sub verbo, or "under the word"; plural s.vv.


DICTIONARY/ENCYCLOPEDIA (ONLINE)
Include the URL. If there is a DOI available use that instead.


DVDs

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT, CANADIAN (PRINT)
The Chicago Manual recommends consulting the Canadian Guide to Uniform Legal Citation (8th edition) for more specific information.


GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT, CANADIAN (ONLINE)
Include publication or last revision/modification date; If no such date is available include date of access. Include the URL.

PERSONAL COMMUNICATION (INTERVIEW, CONVERSATION, LETTER, OR EMAIL)
Personal communications are typically omitted from the reference list unless they are available for others to access (for example, in a library or archive, or posted online). Cite in-text in parenthesis only.

(John A. Smith, pers. comm., May 29, 2005)
(Dr. David Peddle, interview, March 22, 2011)
THESIS/DISSertation (Print)

THESIS/DISSertation (Article Index)
Include the name of the Article Index. If an identification number is provided, you can include it in brackets after the Article Index name.


THESIS/DISSertation (Internet)
Include the URL.


YOUTUBE VIDEO (ONline Multimedia)

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT
Retain a copy of the social media content cited, in case your cited post gets deleted. Social media content can be limited to the text. However, include it in the Reference list if frequently cited or an extensive thread. For blogs, see Newspapers.


Didn’t find the example you were looking for? Try...


Chicago Style Citation Quick Guide: www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html

Canadian Guide to Uniform Legal Citation. 2010. 8th ed. Toronto: Carswell. Available at the Library KE 259 C34 2014

Check out our videos on Chicago Style on the MUN Libraries YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/user/MUNLibraries